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Translations

*Come raggio di sol
As a ray of sun mild and serene, rests itself upon placid waves
While of the sea in the profound bosom the tempest remains hidden. So laughter, 
sometimes gay and peaceful with contentment, a lip touches with joy, while in its 
secret depths the wounded heart anguishes and tortures itself.

This is a romantic song, which features a man with a broken heart. He carries himself 
through the day searching, longing for a deep relationship that is closer than the 
reflection of the sun is to the water. He hides his sadness through the laughter of the 
day, to conceal his true romantic feelings from the world, and keep his heart protected 
from ever being hurt again.

*Danza, danza fanciulla
Dance, gentle girl, to my singing!
Turn, light and slender one,
To the sound of the waves of the sea!
Hear the lovely sound of the playful breeze,
Which speaks to the heart
With a languid sound
And which invites one to dance by the sea!

*Se Florinda ‘efedele
If Florinda is faithful, I shall fall in love with her.
Cupid can well draw his bow,
But I shall know how to defend myself from flattering glance.
Please, tears, and laments I will not listen to, 
But if she will be faithful, I shall fall in love.


